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An essential feature of Manpower Programs is the direct 7 i
, . :k 4 .

V. .4 . -,

N provision of services to clients. Manpower workers need to be
4

.

,.., -
- .

effective in a wide range of buman relations skills so that these

face-to-face contacts will be productive and advance both client'
. ...,

ft and program objective's. In addition,-human relations skills farm

the thasisj.wonwhich ZfActivglipinselingskills arQ developed; .

to to a laige'extent the development of high-lev41 human relations -

4P skills is a precursor and an essential ingredient tq the counseling
/ 0

eprocesi.,

1r

The purpose of this monograph is to present', in a systematic

v
manner those human relations skills which are, basic to the counseling`

process. Counseling has been histdrically considered as one of .

the basic Qmpoftenteof.the Manpower Program and effectivenest .

in this component can serve as a-valuable supp Ortive adjunct to the

primary gals of these Prograds. Eff4cti
,

ve counsdlors need to'

l earn,' relearn and slaver basic skills prior to "engaging inincrd

goal directed helping interventions. This trainingis desigped

. to serve those objectives. ,

/1
. lo

There'are a-- number of clear needs to which this training
. . , .

package responds: Counselors in thfield will tend to all into.
I

.

.
, 0 .

pro-
-.

two broad target catmeries: dose wkko_havebeen trained in pro-
I.."

fessional counseling programs and would benefit from a revisiting .

and renewal of basic 'skills and, secondly, those counselors who

have not been systematically trained in professional programs

.

dependent u06n in-service training experiencet for skill

1

110.
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ac4uisition.lts.additional factor/to consider is the frbquancy
t ..

.
: . .-. .

of, personnel turnover in Manpower Counseling p r o g r a m s thp .presenting,:

a continuing need for, in- service training experiences focusing on
,6

basic counseling/hufteECrelations skills- In summary, le pesendal

purpose of'this package is to:

1, respond to the need!in the'field for training and

I.

-to provide. participants with a 4heoretica1 and--
.

f.

experiential skill base for the development ofi.
critical skills and .e

;

to build a base upon which, more sophisticated

J

i

Scope of Tr.tining

. .. -----

.... This basic counselinskifls package is desIgnedifOr b4..full

training days. Since;there is a.large wit of material Eo be
,

. e

coverdd, itia essential tr of procedures outlined be carefully.,
, .

followed 'anthe time -lines be scrupdously kept.

''Athoqgh ttietraining would be' useful td.professionally.pee-
./

pared and experienced counselors primarily as aLrev4iiting:and. _

k

criticarmaterial that cent be

is most' appropriate to the novig,counselo

*ofsbasic but

be
,

zond that Rrovtded in the job getting.

The training can be most effectively delivered by an

practice; it
sr,

1r

te Counselor who haihad litele formal supervisioh and training
.
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giin the following areas: .. .

-

basic developmentarpsychology .

. .

. .

.
- basic learning theory 1' '%,

.
..

1.

. . /

, 4

counseling theory

interview skills
ta

,counseling techniques

A

exten .vp counseling. experience.with target 'groups.

skills
".

.

- experience incounseling skills 'training

it
v

it44is important to emphasize thatthe trainer haVe, both an
.

'experiential and thedretical background since both are necessary

'to effectively &de the training-process. th ddition,the trainer(s)

must be skilled in the delivery of counselor tr- _.and especially

l-led--in_humanrelations__skills_,particularly those elated to

e .

the provision of constructive, yet direct, feedback to participants.

w

Purpose

.0

p

The purpose of this gaining 'is to assist participants

--to

acquire high-level basic counseling skills% specifically, t4y"will

1

misterthose skills crucial to the four Carkhuff stage's of basic

helping:" the ultimate purposeisto assist counselors involved

in ltnpower Programs to upgrade their interpersonal human relatiOns/

basic counseliik skills and to thereby provide, at amore reliable

.

level,,pertingnedounseliRg services to program participants,

.
Alb

.e,
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OBjArdtiVeT

.1

.' 7---
1. TO define)the collnielingrpr'bdegs'in terms of general.

goais'and.expepted outccales..

2. To describeraqd define the four basttc stages of

h elping as.described by Carkhuff and Egan.

. ,

3. Tot list and define each of the sails qecessary.to

acctmplish the four basicCarkhuff stages.
.

4. To demonstrate effective attending skiils'ihCluding

active listening at a minimelm effectiveness leyel

5. Tq.demonstrate effective responding skills at a

mindnuneffectiveness level.

6, .Tb demenstrateadvanced/accurate empathy skills

'. at And.rdmun effectiveness level.'

_

Training Methdds

a.

Each activity is designed to develop and refine basic helping \,.. .

. a .

skills. Because the activities areraeely tied to skill acquisition,

it
.

is imperative that extensive supervision and feedback be
.

available

.., to the pai-ticipants on a small group and individual level. The preferred

ratio of staff Ito participants should be rtrpiper to eyery 6

participants.

TraInii:ig Methods will include:

lecturette

7 smal group interaction and practice

# dyad interaction.

te.

Ad
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--simulted counseling in 'triads

- trainer demonstrations

guided processing' and feedback 4cercises

..-

- guided diicussion - .

. .

A basic objective of thq training methods will be to prov.ide
.

each trainee with "harids-ou" experience with the skills together
,

. .
,

...' .

with supervision and feedback.

M

1
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LAY

t
9:00-9:30 a.m.

-k

#-

ti

4.

18

Sequence of Activities

Introduction and Overview

I

,

r

1.

I. The scope-and nature of the training will

be presented including a prey* of coming

attractions.

2. Eadrirainer

background.

5
1

will briefly introduce self and

c
3. Each trainee will be asked to in oduce

themselves providing the fell : information.
.

(Use Transparency A)

tianE.

: Erfployer

Percentageof timlspent in ounseling

Professional preparation, h iii-.
service and'professional de ees

..
Training expectations

4

.%

- Which element of the counse ug prooe s-

9:30-10:15 a.m. Goals and Ob'ectives of the'lleli'L: Process'

do you feel is nest crtibia

o#

/

I

Through a lectuie/discuseion"the ]:lowif*,popic. s

will be. covered:. 1..444.

.4

4.

O

4
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4

. .

I... pefinition of counseling atjasystematic .. ,

.

(

,
.

,

i

.

. ,

.

.

r

4.

, -

10:15-11:00.a.W
.

.

\
40

-.
.

4

I
4

< ?intervention technique designed to help
3.

.-
dr.

.. /' 4.

.

'clients behave inimoreprodtictivel,Relf-

enhancing ways in their respeceiveworlds
..

.
2. Discpssion'of behavior change as Op only -thst

% , *4 ..

legitimate ielilinal goal tin counseling. ;

3. Discussion ofgoals, stagesand.stageir
. , . . ... --,

. -

- .
,

4..

specific skills involved in the Help' Process

V

(Distribute Handout A-An 'Overview of Ole.C.mvxmalcs

.

pf the Helping Process) Ute.Transparency B.
.. 4.

4: Delineation of dil relationship between life .

" helping skills and basic coup

skills. d.

Attending Skills Exercise
. .

- .

°I. Trainees will be divided intcetriads/i. within

the t these roles. will' be assigned:
Ic

.

. a.. COuftselor 1..
. b. Client

1

18'

.. c. Observer- '

.

.

The clierlts will, be instructed tbspreient a
,

,

.

t ( AI
. .

personal concern they comfortable sharing
# r

AL. .1 - .4

. in the gvalp (Examq4 of appropriate concerns

will be Presented). Og.4verS21i be asked =to
.

.

...,

record carefully the interaction and to provide,
I°

feedback to both_the counselor and client.. The
F

41

...
Al.
(...

4
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. counselors, privatelyare then instructed to
.

'qk

A

.

Nary the.degrpe'of attending thdy Jemonstrate

during the interview (the other trainees take's

coffee break). ylitialiy,.theymust attend at

the highest level ponible {attending skills.are*

,

.
briefly presented) and then, On'a.signal from
.!"'. I

the trainer to graduallrstop attending to the

client. (Examples arepresented).

2. The entire group irrea:isembled and the trainee's

- divide into groups: AbeXrainexe-actas.roving

....

Obsei;vers . -After/4 -tp 5 aiVes of interaction,

the to stop'sttendintAkrcasually giVen.
. .,

,...

3. t ;

he group is aklOWed to ccatin :for Another'.

3 to .4 minuteve iand
then stopped..

. .

,. -.

ks

4. Reassemble into the/larg, group fbr tdiscus,sion..

. ,. _ 1

11:00-11:15 a.i 'selassion.
.

i
e 7. Reacaons-from observers are. discussed.

i:
. ..

C1 vents are asked to report feelings.

3.

4-

Formai of,"exercise is cliscUssed.

,
Relevini attending skills idaiitifj.ed and .

discussed.
-.. . ..

. Importance' of attending emphasized.

.

13 . ,
A1/4!:.

4'
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.

'11:15-11:50 a.m.. Listening Exercise

See` Handout B for instructions

2. Trainers q.ct as roving observers provi

direction and feedback as needed,

66

MR.

11450-12:00 p.m. Viscussi of Listening Exercise Fmphasizing the

Importance of Active bisteiaink Skills

Brief summary of morning underlining significant

learnings.

12:00-100 p.m; Lunch

1:00-1:15 p.m.

.4*

e' ...:41;ti -1/4 *

Jntroduction to Responding Skills

In a lecture/discusiion format the follawirig

itopics will be ctiverid:

. 1. Responding

A. tIis critical role in jetting
, .

the foundation for counseling.

.!
B. Dhpensions tp responding

1. Physical Aspects

4
, 2. Responding to Feelings
3. Responding to Meaning

1

.1:15-2:00 p,at. Responding:, Large Croup Demonstration

The trainers, Tall 1einthis exercise by asking.
4

.for .5 volunteers' tg participate in a counseling
(.1

demonstration. 'Ass4re the potential Volunteer,

14 4
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tfr

1

I

f.

that they will be required to provide only one orb

two complex sentences regarding a personal concern,
. -

. and not have to go through a full scale coUnseling

interview.

Demonstration Difference Between Sympathy

and Empathy

Three clients and three trainers will face each

other. The other participants will be asked'to

serve_as observers and to provide feedback after

the exercise.' The trainers will respond as

follows:

Trainer I - sympathetic response

Trainer - empathetic response

Trainer 3 - sympathetic response

Trainer 4 - ompatheric response.

Examples:

f

Trainer I - sympathetic response A

4,0 '
I. Attend Carefully.

2., Immediately respond in an impersonal manner

expressing sympathy.

3". Use expressions such as "Gee, that's too

bad." "That's
A

a real problem, all right:"

"Oh. It itust:be awful, to' feel that way.",etc.
Ll

4
15
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Traiher 2:-empathetic response

1 . Attend carefully.

2 . Wait to respond.

3. Responddirectly tothe client's feelings

using this formq; (Use Transparency C) .

-"You feel -

4

4. Appropriate expressions mightte "You feel

'confused and upset." "Yov.feei.ashamed brid

embarr4ssed." "Yo'u feel'hapAl-buibly and

on top of the worlds."

DiScussion: airify the distinction between

.sympathy and empathy 'sizing fthat effective

responding is built upon empathic'responses, Give

a definitiaftof empathy and reinforce its importance:

Demonheration 2: The Passive Discdndnation of

4
',awls of Respondiqg

The purpose ofthis deManstration £s to permit

the trainees to observe add.diSOniash the

differences betw;en various response styles.

Pour separate response patterns will be modeled.

and the participants will be asked to observe

/ and react to and evaluate each of them,
r A

Thefirst style that will be modeled will be'

,a lad level response style wherein the counselor
.

r.
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. , . .
,

will violate the rules of effective.responding,

taking the focus off what the client has said

and/or denying or rejecting the material,

'contained in the client response.

2.' The second response style

3

led will be

responding to content. (In this particular

response the,counselor will respond only to

.

the content of the client's statement avoiding,

all references to feelings.
A

The third response style will be the counselor.

responding to the feelings expressed by the
.

client without making reference to the content.

.

4. The fourth model Style will be a response
S

IV) both the feeling and content of the client's

statement..

At At the termination of the exercise, the trainees will

be asked to report their observations and-to discuss

the differences in style, as well as -evaluating the
o.

various responses attempting io determine which

appears to be-most effective. The.tminfts

, ..served al participants in this exercise will

asked to give their reactionto the counselor

responses identifying their feelings about ectr.

A major discuision point that shodp be developed'

here is whether or not a given response style

A

1 7
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. faclitates.incrhaied client self-exploration:

'),,
,

, .

Direbtions:
N . %

. . ("; .

Ask for volunteers: The vOlunte,ers will be

P.
C requested to prCvide.one Complex statement

..
,.

\:.,. . .

reiardinea fife-concern or problem that they -are

experiencing. The trainers will tG"reaRond'fol-,)

lowing the format. There will only be otie'respongt
.

,

per client. While the deronstiationsare occurring
.

the' temainder of the trainees will be" serving as .

f.
obseryprs. At_the end of this exercise, the trainers

will conduct a disaission attempting to cover the' .

poidts as indicated above.

C. Response, formats Transparency B):.

1 Content; "You said
ft

2. 1Fee.14:;, "you feel

3. "Meaning; "pu feel.. ' because,.,
' . , t;o0 V.; -7.

strati; Surtmai

_,:g'
The majty ingredient of .effective respond/ng is

the inclusion of both -feelings and the' content

of a given statement. 'MA/ient iS withodt
'4. .. 6

.

a feelini component and these feelings: will be.

. t

integraTly related=to the content. It is import4nt

ft

'to emphasize thatoae this phase of helping,,
.

the coqnselor.is"attemptingto develop' an.

interchangeable leerfofcompunication

1
1.8

.
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respOnding effectively to both the feeliqgs and .

;
content of client statements. Both Twat be preseat

4
to attain true interchangeability and responding

at,this level,is critical for furthei-ing the

counseling process since this provides the basis

for both counselor and clieittunderstanding of the

concern. If the client feels that the counselor.

does not fully understand, this may prove to be

a barrier,to further counseling progress. If the

counselor does not understand, then it is very
-4

likely that further interventions will be either

inappropriate, distorted, or unproductive.' Hence.

. this becomes a crucialbasidcbunseling skill and

a critical step' the counseling process.

O

2:00-2:30*p.m. Small croup Exercise - Responding to Feelings

4

The purpose of this exercise is to give each trainee

practice in responding to the feelings that are

being expressed in client statements. The procedure

for thf-exercise is-as folloOs:

1. Form groups of g'to R participants: ,Each
-_

group should have a trainer who will -serve

ils'a facilitator. In the groups, participants

will take rotating turns serving in the tolg:
. , .

,

of client and counselor, The group will

observe. Two chairs should be placed in the

ts-

I



a

a

;

middle.of:the group. The first pair shoUla

then nominate bheseiYes, selected in

e

some fashion, and ginto the center of -the

group,. One Of the participants serves as die '

client. The client's roie'isto share a

20-3d second concern that they. are presently

experiencingiwith the counselor The task;of

the counselor is to respond to the feelings

that the client is experiencing: The ciJUnselor

should use the format: "You keel
It

At the end of this short exercise the group

rovides feedback to the partilipaOs,,

specifically ,evaluating ttleaccuradx.of the '.

counselors feeling response. The 'trainers role

is to serve as facilitaalr,to'high11llight fin-

portant and/br relevant mate-4184.i

The rolei are, dien, sudiched. .11e'trainee

who acted as counselor acts-#s clieni and

visa-versa and. repeating the, procedure.

The exercise continues,dntil all members'of

the training group have had,the opportunity to

serve as client and counselor.

2
2:30-100 p.m. Responding to'Feelings Discussion of Exeilbisel

.
.

The trapees will reassemble into a large group

and' discuss the 1

20

gs'tf the preyioua exercise.

.
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3:00-3:30 p,m.

4

e

f

I

1..

A major focus swill be the need foi. al-feelings
. / .

vocabulary% tat is, each tra4ee rust work to
. .

devp a riili .affective vocabulary that will

allow than to° respond. to 'the variety orfee],
.

presen.in client responses; 11-0.s is paiticularly

truawhentfley must respqmi to clients who may come

fran differeneisocial, economic, or ale groups
o'

4 ,
It is fimperatiVe that, they select an appropriately

accuratefeelingimord(s) to capture and express. .

interchangeably, OD the client the feeIihg(s) ik

contained within a response. It should be emphasized

that this particular Component is the most over-

looked

counseling'

aspect of respOdning. major difference.

un

4.counseling there is an attempt neto respond

initially in an interchangeable manneeto the.

4'7feelihgs expressed in.a message ratherdNaametely

.respoilding to the cllint. As an aid tó developing

a feelings vocabulary the trainees should be given
. 4-r

Handout C. Abrief discussion of the contents

',should fol166.

J.

.!
Lecture vemonstiation - Responding to-iianing

At-this point-the trainee should, be ready to

"put it together." Responding to meaning integrates

a feeling response with a. content respoinie. in such
. I .

"4
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a Way to highlight thefull sig4ficance of

what the client has said. The f ratat,tifat will be

I

used in thi. particular approach
. ,

s
"You feel, a

as follows:

because
/... -:' ...

." ..After "you
0 0

'

feel 4 . % ." the-counselor is to insert the. . -,

appropriate feeling Swords)

inter,.chan,geably capti4e the

byNthe client.

and /,a khrases that will

feeling4ing ex pressed

A,.

The copteht component of the response will .cane
a ...Ai

after. the word "because" at which time the feelings
6 aW .

Wia rel Plieeint0 . their' life experience context.
, .*., - -i.-

7. . ., The .courreaor has then responded to the full

.vmeaning -of what the client has expresedd. capturing.

boEh.essential components of the-meSsage.*,

This *piirticular step, the izitegiation of feelings
. ..

into, a content petipeeti*,- is ,a crucial, step in the
. ' . ,- .
,,counseling.process leading to the completion, of .,

. . . . . ..
?ale_ Exploration Stage. fe is not until. this time

A '&0 Client- that they in fact ,do understand the

A

diat4 counselor has communicaed, actiliely, to

,
cli4nei concern. This understanding is comminicated

4

through the interchangeable response,- whin anph.asizes
. ,

Oat 'IS understanding has mewed then,it is

possible to gibe it back, interchangeably, without
. ,

eithe iletractrii or adding.to what has been sad.-
.

't

.9

e'as -
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The counseloi an be sure that they liave heard
. . .

whathe client has said and the client can feel

secure in the lalowledge thasthe counselor has

the' effort to undivsta how they experienci their

concern. It is no until intercharability is

eling can really goestablished tnat the

beydnd and into the area/ of problem - solving and

developing integrativd'self understanding. So,

to summarize, we have completed the exploration

phase discussed'in our basic skirl mxle. have

attended-to,the client, listened actively to what .

try have had to say anorhaveresponded to the:

fullness of their message. An effective base now

'exists for continued work. .

Th

The trainers Will now demonstrate effectipe responding.

Volunteers will be elected from the gropps to serve

As the client. The' role

present a concern to one

aceaie counselor. .The

"*.

of the client will be

of die trainers who will

.

client will be expected ,

'to work with the trainer for 5.or 6mtnutes. The

role will be to begin-the explora4on

process with the client! They will attend;

listet.1 aotively,and respond-appropriately. The

trainer will attempt to demonstrate interchangeable

responses to meaning, respodding fully to both the

feerings and the content as expressed by the
#
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client. Initially, i'hey will: use the "You feel
,

;

because " format but later

.generalizing to incorporate element; of their

4 .

personal style. The role of tile gim p and of the

oth6r trainers will be to serve as observers and

provide feedback to the trainer and the client at

the termination of the exercise. Questions will.

, -

be answered 44 an 'opportunity for further

exploration of these. skills will be provided.io

the participants.

3:30-4:30 p.m. ',Small Group Practice: Responding to Meaning

The trainees.iwill be divided into .groups of
.

three. In each triad there 'will be -three "

C

rotating roles. The first role will 15e that' of

,the client whose 'task sA.11 be to present a concern

that they feel they can share and are willing to

Vork on in this particular setting:

-

'The second rotating role will 'be' that ,og' the counselor.

The counselor's task is to attend, listen a vely

and respond to the concern as expressed by client.

As they respodd they will be atterrpt to ,a ve

a full, accurate, interchangeable response to -0;

both the feelings and content as expressed by

the client. In ebsence they will be attempting° to,

a
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complete the'-exploration stage of the basic

course ling process.

The third rotating role will bed! that of observer:

The observer's ta sk isto react to the interaction

between client and - counselor and totprovide feed-

back atthe -termination of the exercise. Thd

,c* eling'should continue for approximately

15 minutes. At finish of this 15 minute counseling

Segment there will be five minutes provided for

feedback. Both the observer and the client should

share feedback with the counselor. ,

The exercise will continue until each.'participant-

has played each of the, three rotatidg, roles. The

exercise should take about an hour to cOmplete.

The role of the trainers.will be to serve as, roving

consultants moving in and ouiof:each gromaxa.
WIR.

intervene and provide feedback and suggestions

as appropriate. They will be available to serve

as consultants or trouble-shooters as problems emergei'

Summary of Day fActivities

The small groups should be reassembled into a large

group and tlbellay's activities will be reviewed

Arid stiterized by the-trainers. Trainees will be

..encohraged to react to the last experience, which

25
.

t

7
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. .

. ,
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. . .. .. .
.: .

a.

,

-t .a
: A I . *

is a summary.experienCe for the day's activities.
. . ..

,

Problems Ali. be identified; pitfal4.pointeal qui:,

.

.' .

. P
:and feedback piovided..erticiparitikwill be asked. % '. :

o

to react to the training experiences and.to evaiiate
.

-

t .

. their utility.

ti

sow

A.

25
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Dieki IT s .
,,- 9:00-900 a.m Review of Day I

. Day I activities will etZiedarid discussed.
. . 4. . .

. ,The'iiiiporiance and laying a base and responding

I

0

i

-accurately will be-emphasized. The 'need for

interchangeable levels of response.wig.1 be affirmed d ' ;

and it mill be p'ointed out thht n6 Luther effe;ctife-

"counseling can continue until thisbase, has been

. -establisheft Questions will be answered id
concerrinAll resolved. 'Day II iictiine.ties will

be previewed,..j.

st-
9:30-10:00 a.m. Lecture/Discussith 4,---Introduction to the latiating.

-
Stage O,

0
The initiating stage represents the beginning of' .

r&"counselingt! Prior to this point the task

of -the counselor is to explore with the client the

,concerns.presented ,so they will each. have a full
4' .

understanding of the. nature and scope of the situation

under 'consideration.' Once this interchangeability

;.has been est.blishevilaftd exploration ha's been

essentially completed; we then rnaye into the self- '
s 1' 4 ' , i

1

.-.understinding phase. The seal of initiating is. to
..

help the client to develop integrative self- .\- >
4.:

understand ing." Integrative understanding' means. ..., 4
. i ...

,,
4'.

27
# (.4
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simply that the client not only understands the

dynatics of the situation but has also applied

those understandings to the self. ,

.1

in the initiating stage,.. the codnselor attempts

to help the cliint personalize the situation"so
.

that they will be able to understand how they

can Make action and begin to make changes.. Too

4oftep counselors teccee'stuck'at this 'stage simply

.because they d6 not assist the client to personalize

tie problem. If, at this stage, both counselors''

and client.feel that the problem is in the

environment and has nothing to 'do with the clime

then no further action can be taken. The effective

cpunselorrealizes.that althougt the environment

contributes to the problem, the realcrux,of

counseling is helping the client shape his response

to that 'environment so that he can seek out and
,403.

mpleiliqftt more effective'responses.end deal more
Yr

adequately wifh.reality. This pertictrar stage
.

Can be difficult and frustrating because very often

clients have trouble "owning" their-behavior. In

many ways; it is mare confortahle._to glace _toe

r :

responsibility 'for behavior on others, on situations,

''or on social,factors ratuier than accepting the fact

that "If I went my world to be better'I have to do

28.
SO,
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.

something about it." This is &major step; in

the coUnselor process because it is at this time that

client's problem is put into perspective and .

of reference that allows the client co respond

and do Something about it. Until the - problem is .

personalized, the client has no clear understanding

of what his or her role is in this particulai

situation. 'Tao often, prior to this point, the

client is into blaming, complaining, oil seeing

the problem as something outside of self thus

generating a strong feeling of powerlessness.

Again; this is not to say,thai external problems

and limitations do not exist in the client's lig,

but rather that the role of counseling is to help

the client to understand that they have the-power

to respond more effectively to life circupstandes

and they,,do have the power to !rake-gains The

initiating,stage actually represents the stage

at which the counselor goei beyond what the client.

has said and attempts to help the client gain

alternative framei of reference. It should be'

cautioned, thoUgh, that action at this stage'is

prematurel. Action programs are based tii self-

understanding and to beginta develop action programs

prior to developing a full underttanding base

.2-9

.1

4
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only leads to frustrations: On the counselors
.%

,

part, this can be a major stumbling block: Too-
.

often, Counselors attempt 50, develop solutions .

And action Rrograms prior to achieving full

understanding of the needs of the clieht:

In the initiating stage there are some specific

skills that counselors can use in an attempt tb

help clients achieve integrative self-understanding.

We can talk aboutthese in two ways.

1. First of allin the initiating stage what,

exactly, is'the counselor attempting to

have the client do? We can list some

%objectives: (Use transparency p)

1. The counselor attempts to help the client=

to personalize 'the proklem., A critical

2.

objective.

The counselor tries to help the client to

understand the behavioral deficits. What**

is it that the client can't do but would

like to do regar

3: 7he:counselor helps

based upon the behavioral deficit.

he situation?

client set goals

Thus, this particular stage of ccenseling has
0

°some specific objectives*, liowtthr does the
. .

`counselor go about doing this? What Counseling:

30

. 3
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: 4

skills ape.necess so that- the. counselor can
L / 10

help the clibnt to- achieve these"Objectives?

There are four. skills dia4 have been identified

as essential to the initiating stage.. They are

as follows: . /- .v ,

1. Advanced Acourate Empathy: .

1 This refers to going beyond the inter='-:'

changeable level of response and is

basecluPon the achieved ant at primary

level accurate empathy To review, ,--

. primary level accurate empathy is the

#.
'2 attainment of interchangeable responses

that include.both the .feeling and content

components. Once we have done that: we

can go-beyond the interchangeable and

begin to introduce additive elements such

as alternative frames of reference. Primary

leyel accurate empathy tends to focus

more on surface, not superficial, client

data using the clients perspective while

'advanced level accurate empathy tends toward

deepe?exploration and understanding using .

alternate frames of reference. In essence,

adding to what the client has sai& it is

,imperative to edpnasize. that advanced level
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accurate empathy can be used Only after

primary level'has been established. Basic

interchangeable understanding is critical

to effective additiviresponses:

2. 'Confrontation

Confrontation is a powerful, yet such

abused counseling 'kill. Too often

counselors over e confrontation and

counseling sessions became confrontatiml.

sessions. A major outcome of excessive or -

inappropriate confrontation is bruised

feelings and a sense'of rejection resulting

in'client resistance or rejection of the

counseling., Confrontation is a double

edged sword 14 that ii4has the capacity to

be enormously destructive as well a$ the

capacity to be enormously helful. In .

using confrontation, counselOrs lust be .

absolutely sure that they have achieved an

interchangeably level of understanding with.

the client. Confrontation is rarely

effective unless the client feels that the.

counselor understands the problem from the

clients frame 'Of reference. In using w.

fr

confrontation, ounselors should be highly

if

32.
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sensitive to defensiveness, withdrawal and

evasiveness on the part'of the client which

is an indication that the teciinique is not

effective. Confrontation can lend itself

to overuse. It is a potent and powerful

tool and should be used with discretion:

. .

Never use an atom kik to do the work of

a' firecracker.

3. Self- disclosure (Use Transparency E)

This counseling skill can be enormously

helpful in promoting deeper self- exploration

and self-understanding on the part of the

client. Essentially, in using self-

disclosure, counseioir are sharing aspecti

of their-personal lives., existence or

experience, that are percent to the

issues and goals of counseling. One must

be cautious using self-disclosure because

it can have the effect of removing focus

from the anent: A major ingredient of.

Stage I skiils; attending and responding,

requires Chat one keep the focus on the

client since the client is the center of

and r on for counsdling. However,-in

the ad' ed initiating stage, it is not

33
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only permissable, but highly effective,' to

use self - disclosure when it is done

effectively., Asimple test indicate the
,

effectiveness of self- disclosure; does the

focus shift to theselor or does it
-.

pi-cmote deeper s lf-exploration on the part

of the cli t. The key to effctive

^1,

1.

disclosure i to finish sharing it by-
.

providing a transitional statement which will

lit* it 'directly back :go. Ithe client's concern.

4. Initediacy
a

T.

Immediacy is d amposite, integrative .skill

frequently used in the initiating stage. It

4

consists predominately of two previous

skills: selfLdisclsure-and challenge or

confrontation. The purpose of immediacy is

to help the client to deal concretely-with

here-and-riow psues.particularlias th.ey

_

relate to the counseling relationship and the
.

use of that relationship by'the client. For

'example, if the counselor sees that the client:

is manifesting in a subtle manner a .man'.-

putative approach to the counseling, the

counselor might utse iintediacy by 1.) letting

the client know that he is uncanfortible And

34
,
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)

and affected by this indirect conuunication

and 2.) to invite the client to examine t

. implj.cations of this behavior for the

counseling (challenge and confrontation).

. This skill is_poyerful and sh-d always
.

.. ' .
. - . 4/

be used with discretiOn. ---

A

"Ma

1.0:00-11:00 a.m. Exercise in Advanced Level Accurate Empthy

The group will divide itself into three_equal

subgroups. Each subgroup will contain a trainer

and participants. The ,,se of this exercise

is to give the trainees and oppor tunity to dif-

ferentiate primary le el accurate empathy from .

advanced level' accurate empathy.

Directions:

The .ttainer will distribute; Handout D to the .

trainees. The exer /Se will begin with the trainer

reading:a tioriple e cerpt and then leading a discussion.

regarding the differences between the to egample,

.responses atteupting to help the trainees- 'to identify

the differences between-pi-wary' level and advanced _

level accuracy empathy. Following the exaMples, a

t.

trainee will read one 6f the excerptsranother

designated trainee will respond to the'excerpt,'

using primary level accurate empathy. They will

then Tait a moment and respond again using advanced

35
t
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1

1

1.

level accciiay empathy. The bete of the .other

oup Timbers will be to provide feedback to the

person serving as a cotmielor This exercise.wilI

proceed until each trainee has had-em opportunity

.. -- to respond' tó en excerpt and receive feedback.
L 4

ConfrontaEion: ,Disdussion and Demonstration

The skill of confrontation will be discussed and

defined. It will be emphasized that confrontation

is a strong Skili and'sh;Sid)be used judiciously.

!t,
It will also oe.pointed out that becoming an '

accepting ccnfriontor is 'a-primary goal in the use

N01.k9nfrontaticn. One "technique for useing con-
.

4

frcmtations will be presented and demonstrated.'

The essence .of this technique is16 carbine a

4,

supportive response ,with a confrOntive re...pons,e. In
,

other words, a per sOn will say something positive

about tiit client and follow that with aresponse
..

. ,,
' which might be- considered Ategative" or perhaps more

..
. . .

"apprOpriately, g resPbnse designed to 'stinulate

r
e

.

growth. Th6 useing each other, will
"'

'demonattate this techniqUe. Ideally they shoull

e as a focus sane trainer behavior that has
O

been evident:to all of the trahnees. For exgmple,

Trainer A Might be .doing the exercise with Trainer.
' 4 o

-
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Trainer A Says, "I've noticed that wheh the group is

broken down into small'uhits you're. very aqtive and

extremely supportive as you go aroung the recnOand

attempt'to,help each individual master specific

skills. I think ghat you have been very effective

and they seem to have responded positively to the

interest you have shown...Oh the other hand. I

have also no that you speak someWhit reluctantly

when giving any feedback that is not positive -and I

sometimes get the impression that you are uncomfortable

with negative feedback and that you would rather not

say anything or perhaps gloss it over de- emphasizing

its importance. I wonder if it might not be more,,

effective if you were able to share more directly'.

negative feedback with some of the trainees."

After the demonstration, question franc the trainees

will be entertained and the exercise will be.

introduced.

. 11:20712:00 p.tri. ..Round Robin Confrontation Exercise: Handout E

.0

Directions:

Again, we will form into groups of three.. It will, be

helpful if you can get into -a- -group containing

different people from this morning's group. In

this group, we are,going to practice the con-

.11 37
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frontation technique that we have demonstrated

utilizing the Round Robin experience. The

directions for this are printed on the handout

that you have been given. Remem6er, when you

are working and providing ,feedback to the person,

,

you should point out something -that the person
.1

does-well and then to invite the person 'to examine

something that would be _improved. Alter, each

exchange, the roles will be reversed.

12100-1:00 p.m, Lunch

t

ft-

Lecture/Demonstration: Self-Disclosure and

Immediat
4

. At this time, the trainers will discuss in greater

detail the issue of self-disclosure and immediacy.

Self:discipsure represents a sharing, on the part

of the counselor, sane aspect of self whichyr`-

revelant to the situatial under discussion'. The

purpose of.self-diklosure Is to:

1. 'Model for.the client the process'

''of revealing, in realative safety,

aspects of self.

2.. To provide support for the

client.

Er'

38
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'client.

3.' To help the client to us more *

clearly, concretely, and accurately

on areas of ineffeCtive living.

Self-distilosure Can be an effective intervention,

but can misused in three common ways:

1: Counselor self-disclosure should

noiradd another burden to the

Counselof self-disclosure should not

'

disctract clients from their concern.

3. Self-disclosure can be inappropriate

i if it is too frequent.

-Immediacy, will be discussed and defined as a

combination of confrontation and self- disclosure

'Skills. The need for ninediacy frequegt4 comes up

in interviewand represents an opportunity to

model and practice effective interpersonal skills.

ImmediAcy can be defined as dire4, nutualtalk.

However, it is important to po.ilt out that immediacy

should not be used }prior too the'cmpletion of ,

Stage I ikillS% The trainers,will then demonstrate.

both self-disclosure and iimediaoy.in a fish-bowl

setting: They will use each other as counselor

and cOuriselecynd will model. effective and in-
,

effeCtive ielf-disdosure techniques. Once the

I. 1p

".39-
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:3Q-2:00

O

w

.

-
4

-
modeling has been dine they will solicit .the group

to ask quettione and react. Thenanother pair of

trainers will model the use of inrnediaci.in effectiire

and ineffectiie interchanges. The.group

',,provided with the opportunity to ions and_

provide feedback. -

O

Summary and Review of Stages I & If: Lecture
O'

The trainers will review and integrate, the material.

presented thus. far in the trailing. They will point

out that in Stage I they covered attending and
. ,,,3

,

0 responding which laid the basis for all the further
. . '

work. - They then 'covered Stage II (at initiating)
. ',,, . . 4

skills which provided the bails for dynamic self-
. . Int

.
.

, uridekstanding. Once each of these stages has:been
- .

- .
a Completed, the client is ready to begin the %

ii
Rove . Q :.0.

,

. to tht final stage of counselihg - bge commUnickion '-
. ' #

oraction stage. Counselors, particularly begipners, :

or those without formal

"How do_we knew ?hen we

training may ask the question,

have cottpleted,rbe initiating

stage"? While there are no clear Videlihes as to,. ..,- 2 j , ' .P.-..
wHen at rs'fompleted: generally tl4\client will..

. .
indicate a readiness to move fion- 1 that. stage to, the ...-,..

action stage by
#
begin.ning vaspontaneously talk z

i . . .

..
, .. . ..

. about how they might apply their emerging se'lf-

4.0
43.
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un4istanding. They will elii4erwasom6 insight

and introduce a readiness to move on to the action

stage. Counselors shokqd,be sensitive to these

'signals. When they, feel that the client has

achieved some significant levels' of-self-understanding

and. are ready. to go on to the next stage; they

should tentatively begin to eicplore.that with the

client: It is important to remembpr that

Stages I & II provide the critical basis:for--,_--

' action. Until these stages are fully complete,
1

.

it is not productive to mcNe4sto the action

phase. Often counseling is theffective because

ccunselois either =pay, no or only perfunctuatory

attention to theseminitiaI stages and4mOve too

qUickly to the' action 6ftented stage. An

opportu4 for questions will be dO

"Ith;\bicaineli-sWill refer the participants

. ,

2:00-3:00 p.in,

.

. 7

Handout A to review their progress in the basic

skills model.

The Communication Stage: Developing Action Programs

This' stage, in cisence, represents a'culmination

of the counseling process, Once exploration and

self-und;rstandinghave been achieved the client

is-ready to move outside the counseling setting

41
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and into his or her re'arworld to begin to apply

.

same.bf the learnings they have gained. It is

important to.remember as you enter the action

\/sCage, that although seif7unde;standing is

-necessary for 'effective. ac#on, Wig not

sufficient. That is to say, just because ad.ient

has generated understanding does not maim that'

they will 'run out into:their world. and

spontaneously beginto act` differently. The

ilaboratialt and implementatiod of action program is

a critical' component of unseling process.

Itis not enough fOr ihe'cfient to achieve insight

but rather that insight mist be carefully supported

and translated into action. Specific counielor

behaviors t hat are crucial to the action stage are

as follows: (i.i6e Transparency F)

. 1. The Provision of DirectionAlity.

L

Once a client has integrated self-
.

utierstcnding they are often very eager

to begin. Typically clients will attempt

pis achieve too much too quickly, and/or

-attempt to'begin work on 'the most difficult'

'aspects of the ppaem. The Counselor's.

role is to ect the client to relevant

. .

and attain. le objectives.

t:.

0
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2. Support:

The clients are going 03 need massive doses

of encouragement, reinforcement and support'

as they move through this particdlar stage.

You oust remember that the process of.

.implementing new behavior is frustrating and s.

difficult. We learn it,'try it and experience

frustration and failure. 'It is necessary

to receive strong bupporc for attempts to

implement new behavior or one may regress.

to previous unproductive behavior patterns.

3: Elaboration of Action Programs
ac 1

The counselor as a behavioral technologist

must be' aware of the ;13us meth3ds .

available to fsinpact,aid maintain behavior

change. They must be able to provide

clients with inf6rmation regarding how one

goep' aboUt changing behavior and Trust help

client care* up with a plan tbatinances

sense and is workable using available and

relevant strategies.

t. 4. Effective. Goal Setting Skills

`CotmsiYt he] their client .to set'

goals'thai appropriate to theiettaiment of

the objectives set;forth inthe behavior '
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change' plan. ,Effectively set goals

have %number fo- componarits: *
i

'a) The got petting process needs to be

.
shared by both counselor and clieni.

; -Goals which are set hy.th'e-gotinselort....
P

for the client ardaa1n iost always less

T
effective than cliet-lt Oet goals.

*--v

.

However, clients are often inexpiriended
4 -

. .

.
in uneffectiii.goal-setting roceps

4%

,
A.

.1

$

00-

4,

1-

and need some assistance from the

counselor in setting goals. Threfofe;

in counseling, it is most appropriate

for the goal setting process -to be

mucually'lhared by counselor and client,

b) All goals should net SPAMD criteria

S, Specific: all goals should be

. highly specific so that both the

counselor and the client know

.eicattly, what is to be done, what is

to be attained and that steps are

> tO'be taken.

. 1

. Pertinent: goals must be pertinent to

3 theidbjectivos-of counseling.

a goal lacks pertinence, thenthee ,

client will have a very low lev41

44
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of investment in the, goal and be

less likely to work. productively.`

A Attainable: the attainable goal-is

one.that can be realistically

achieed within the time frame of the

counseling_ Forexample, individuals

presenting themselv4efOr employment

countfl.tg may wanta job that would

require a college. degree, but since

they havi yet to earn the,GED.it ,

would be inappropriate to set as a

goal,, attainment of the job requiring--

a college degree. A more attainable

goal might be CO look at a job that

was nure immediately available while

they simultaneously begin tp prepare

for the job requiring more sophisticated

M "Measurable: goals must be measurable.

Both
---117; ;7

the dbulselor and the client should

e4
be able to measure. the extent to'which

44, z

.a given goal his or has Abt Iteen
. ,

achieved. In essence,Ais means

011.goals rust have behavioral cor-

relates and be quantifiable.

45
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0- Observable: effective goals must be

observable. That is they should have
.

a behaviOral cceponent that ist

,available for observation to anyone

, who is in the client's worlds Goa

which are not observable; goals
#

go on inside the client's head are very

difficult to report on and to be

accountable for. Therefore, help the

client to define and set goals that
.

have an observable component.

It should be emphasized that goal setting is at the

heart of counseling. Effectively set goals are

itical to the at Lain of a9r action programs in

counseling and counselors mast. be expert in this

process. Discribuiehindout'F.
4 .

3:00-4:30 p.m. Putting.It all Together-- An Exercise In

'Sir
... .

-I,
.Stic,,

Utilizing Basic CounselingSkills

The purpose of this exercise is to provide the

opportunity to. practice what has been learned

in this workshop,, under supervision and to receive

feedback on your progress. During /this ,exercise, you

will attempt to follow the model fit= the beginning

ihrough thegoal setting, action stage. You will

ro

4

46.
7
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4:30-5:00 p.m.

4*

be asked to divide. into groups of two. Within the

group of two, -each person will take turns serving as

counselor and client. The counselors will counsel

the client for 30 minutes. k the end of the first

30 thinute segment tli'counselor and client will

discuss the experience and ptcyide each other with

feedback. Roles will then be reversed and the '

process repeated. During this session it is

important that each of the counselors attempt to

go all the way through the model to 'reach the goal

setting stage with their client withoUt skippinw

any of th6 intermediary steps. It would also be

belPful if the trainees will be,able to select a

partner with when they have not worked for this

interviewso that they will be less contaminated

with previous experience with theperson.. The
. .

trainers during this exercise, will serve.as roving

observers,and be available to sit in on any of

the sessions prcividing feedback to the .participantsz

as appropriate. .

Summary and Evaluation

The grEfup will reassemble and the trainers will

the two day training. They will highlight

the important aspects and discuss the areas where

4
47.
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Appendix A , --:,..,1":

Strawy Training Schedule

1-

: .

AP°t

'DAY I

.

.

`Introduction and 'Overview

Goals and Objectivespf/the Helping Process.

Attending Skills Exercise'

Zdsdusaion of Attending Exercise

Active Listening Exercibe

Discussion toft.istenhig.EXerebe
e

Lunch 1

Introduction to Responding'Scills

Responding: Large Gioupliemonstration

Small Grgapixercise: Responding to Feelings

.
00.4 I,.

1"

t

or

0

`40b tuo/

9:00-9:30 a.m.

9:30-10:15 a.m.

4

10:1tl1:00a3!.

11:0041:15

11:15-11:50

11:50-12:00

12:00-1..:00 p.

1:00-1:15 p.m.

1:15-2:oo

2:00 -2:30

2:30-3:00 p.

3:00-3:30 pan.

3:30 -4:30 p.'

4:30-5:D0 p.m.

DAY II

ExerciseResponding T&Feelings: 'Exercise

Lecture/Demonstration - Responding to -Meaning

Small Group Practice: Responding to Meanin,g'

Sundry of .Day I Activities

,I.

9:00-900 alt.
. *

9:30-10:00 a.m

. 10:(01:00

12:00-1:00 p.p. I. Limit ..*

1:00 -1:30 p.p. Aiecture/Deponstratittl: Self-Disclosure and Immecliacy

AO'

Review of Day I '.

Lecture/Discussion - Introduction to the Initiating Stage

Exercise hri AdVanced Level Accurate Empathy

6frontationr DiscusSidn and Denrmstration

Round Robin Confkulta#1.011,Ekercise'
. .

.

50 1
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T. -

30-2:00 p.m.

2:00-3:0Q p.m.

3:00-4:30
p.m.v.

4:30-5:00

:1

I

JP.

,

- -7-1-

I

4

O

* A

Suarnary and Review of Stage I and II

The Carounicatiori Stage: Developing Action Programs

utting It all Tdgetlier: An Exercise In Utilizing.
Basic Counseling. Skills

Summary and Evaluition of Training

4

-
4

.

f

51
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Transparency A Introduction Exercise 9

Tt=ansparenc3r B . . . -: Handout A .

An Overview of the .

Caaponents of the
Helping Process

,,

. Transpacency C

Transparency D

Transparency E ....

Responding

Initiating Stage

Self-Disclosure

400

b

-.

Transparency F Action Stage

m.

5S

r'

or.

A
tt
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0

Mane

. ..
o*, .

. .

, ,

Employer" -- r a.
40 \

' '

.X.gy
O'

...0.. 0...t... V

0 'K

, Percentage of time spent in counseling

Transparency A

Introduction Exercise

..

p

Professional preparation both in-service and for professional degrees

Training expectations

-

.

Which element of the counseling ptocess.doyou feel is most crucial?

A

. 53
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GOALS -

,

Transpakency B

Handout A A.

a

6

An Overyiew Of the Cimponents of

the Helping Process

STAMS
snug' 4

tt

Exploration

Understanding

Action

4 Attending
.

Physidal attending .

Psychological atbendirig;
Listening

Responding i Primary' Level accurate
z-, Empathy

y,Concretenesp
Genuineness
Respect

'0

4

.

4 . . ,
1 1

I 1.

Initiating Advanced toga_ Acaurate ,_

Empathy.
Cortfrontation .

Self-Disclosure , .

. ° Irmediacy *.. ' .-
6 1 .

00 * '
4 ''.i ,-.

Canunica.tion -4tipport.
r

if.. Directionality ... .

doailSetting. .... ifi......

°Behavior Change Strategies
Feedback

, .

'-
3. 0.

I.

I 1
1

s'

O .
°

1
6

1..4

sa

.

.

1

\
4 4

.
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\

,
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TO feelings:

6

To treattin

To =tent:

You feel

A

.10,14$R 4

'Ignsparency C

gisponding

s. .

You feel

You
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because A
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Transparency

mss.

Initiating St

1. The counsAor attempts to help the c

problem.
.

4

2. The counselor tries to help the cU
, t ,

behavioral defects (what is it that

bqt would like to do retarding the

3, The counselor helps-the client set.g

deficit.

41,

';.*.t. ,

4

G

, 56

. -

::e

1

ient to personalize the

t to understand the

he client can not do

ituation?) I

/ t

(-12 based upon behavioral
-

Iv

-44
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Transparency E

Self-Disclosure

1, The pdipose of self- disclosure 4

1. To model far the client the process of revealing in

, relative safety aspects of self

2. To provite support for client

3. To help the client focus more clearly and-ooncretely

'on areas of ineffective

II. Common misuses" of self-disclosuie

0

1: Counselor self-discloiure,should not

AL add another burden to the client

B. distract the client from his/herwconcirn

C. be a frequent occurrence .

I

;

fJ

"4

.4

11,

4

4

4

"" kris
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TransParenc3i

Action Stage

Crucial counse ling' behaviors

1.. The p?-ovision of di'ectionality

2. Suppori
fq.$

3. 'Elaborag.on of action programs

4. :Effective goal setting skills

ti

t

4. 1. Client/c6unselor share in goal. setting process

4. 2. ' Goals should Meet SPAM) criteria

S - specific

P - pertinent

A - attainable

M treasurable

O - observable

e

a

58
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APPENDEC C

.

lisnd6ut A9 An Overview of the Components
of the Helping Process

4

Attending to Verbal Messages:
An Exercise in Parroting

Handout C C Vocabulary..

* Handout D -Confronting and Responding.
to Confrontation

* Handout E The Distinction Between
ktimaryrLevel and Advanced
Accurate Empathy

Handout A Goal-Setting.Checklist
(for Counselors

J

9
A A.

'06

1

* Taken,from'Exercises in Help' Skills by-G.-Egan. 'Copyright

1975 by Wadsworth Publishing, Reprint by permission of
publisher, Brooks/Cole Publishing Co., Monterey, California, 93940.

. - ,
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liANiVig A

An Ove ;Flew of the Components of
L

the Helping Process

GOALS StAGES SKILLS

---) Exploration Attending
4.

Physical attending
Psychological attending'
Listening

Responding Primary Level Accurate
Empathy

Concreteness
Genuineness
Respect

Understanding initiating Advanced livel Accurate
Empathy

Action

. ,

Confrontation
4 IS

SelfDisclostiii
Immediacy '

. It
* CoriiiiniCation ' Support

4 Directionality
Goal. Setting

.

Behavior .

. Strategies
Feedback '
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HANDOUT B

Attending to Verbal Messages:

An Ekeicise in Parroting

There is a great diffIrence between parroting back to a person
tjhe has said and communicating to him with accurate' empathy that
Aave understood, 'from his frame of reference; what he has said.

Hcuielliaccurate empathy does depend, in part, On your ability to attend
and remembet,the substance of the other's verbal messages. Therefore;
this is an exeteise in parroting--the ability merely to repeat back

- to the speakerwhfthd lips said to you.. Later on, the substantial
differences between parrciting and communicating accurate. empathy will

Al.
be emphasized;

.*

r

W

Directions X

. .

: Trainees should be dil'Aded into groups of three: *a communicator,
a listdner and an observer.

.

1. The communicatormakes'a statement about'himself; but
limits his statement to one (complex) statement.

2. The listener uses the familia: "You said that, "
and repeats the substance of what the corminicator has
said.

3. The observer, who may jot dawn written notes;bb help him
in his task, then gives the listener feedback'on his
'accuracy. The feedback should be very brief and should,.
indicate what the listener has left out, 4f enything.

Ar

O

61.
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POSITIVE FEELINGS\

MODERAT\,E1MENSE STRONG

-loved
adored

- idolized

enchanted
ardor
infatuated,
tender

liked.

cared-for
esteemed"
affectionate
found

alive

wanted
lustful
wortly
pity
respecte d

empathy
.'. awed

vibrant
independent
capable

happy
great
proud
gratified

HANDObT C

FEELING VOCABULARY

HELD

friendly
regarded
benevolent

ficcited
patient
strong
gay
good
inspired
anticipating
strong
amused

wide-awakfi

at-ease .

relaxed
comfortable
content 4--

keen .

amazed
alert
sensitive

worthy
passionate
admired.
sympathetic

important
. - concerned

appreciated
consoled

....secure

,yearni% -

popular
peaceful'
appealing
determined

40

sure
. attractive
approved
untroubled.
graceful

480

elation delighted
enthusiastic eager
zealous optimistic

joyful
courage
hopeful .

,

pleased
excited
interested
jolly

. relieved

' glad, .

-iftaikageous valiant. veritureous

brave peaceful,
brilliant intelligent

- .

.

62..

74
turned-
warm
amused

MILD

unpbpular

t

P.

NEGATIVE FEELINGS

MODERATE

suspicious
envious
enmity
aversion

STRONG .

disgusted
resentful
bitter
detested
fed-up

WIENSE

hate
unloved
hor
thed

de pised

listless
moody
lethargic
gloomy

. dismal
disconiented
tired

0

dejected
unhappy
btred
bad
forlorn
disappointed

'wearied

indifferent
unsure
impatient
dependent
unimportant

regretful.

frustrated
sad
depressed
sick
disconsolate
dissatisfied
fatigued

'aPgry
hurt
miserable
pain
lonely
cynical
exhausted

torn-up worh -out

inadequate useless
.ineffectual weak
helpless hopeless
resigned forlorn .

apathetic rejected
dhamed guilty-

.

worthless:
impotent
futile

abandoned
estrangement

gegraded.

bashful
self-conscious

daring
tcnifortable4

smart

puzzled
edgy

shy . embarrassed humiliate
uncomkortable inhibited alienated

baffled
confused

-upset nervous
reluctant tempted .

timid
mixed -up

sullen.
provoked'

tense
worried -

perplexed
troubled

disdainful
contemptous
alarmed

31!.1Teu
Alp!

I

bewildered shocked
frightened panicky
anxious trapped
dismayed horrified
apprehensive afraid
dreadful scared
apprehensive terrified .

- dietlicbed threatened

antagonistic infuriated'
vengeful furious

indignant'
fled
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HANDOUT D

The DistinctiOh Between

Primary-level and Advanced Accurate Empathy

GP

In the following exercise, assume,that the helper and the diet* haft
establishealiapport and that the client is beginning to explore his
feelings, experiences and behavior rather freely: Sane flavor of
this rapport will be given .underthe heading " ontext".

Directions'
,

1. Imagine the client speaking directly t

First, respond with primary-lea.

b.

4

Example:

Then respond
empathy. :Airy

his problem,
of what he i

you and then do two things:

1 accurate empathy.,

t of 'ad4anced accurate
p the client take e laiger view of

e the impliations.or 1.:ical conclusions
eying and so On.

Father.of family, 48,'to counselor:

Context: This man is
wife and children. In
his family is not treating
the implications of his

the poor re =tionships he has with hip
els he is the! victim, that
He not yet started to examine

"I get a lot of encourages . or being witty at parties. Almoist

everybody laughs- -and heartily. I think that I proVide a lot of enter-
tainment and that others like it, But this Is another way-I flop at
home. When I try to be funny, my wife at Rids don't laugh. At times,
they take-the whole thing Wrong and get angry. I actually have to watch
ayself in av, own home."

'a. primary level accurate epathyr. Nhat you see as good enter-

. 7.

tainment just doesn't-p over it tube. And your failure,
4

stifies and ma be irritates ou."

advanced accurate empa y: "km get irritated when your family

res to ou entl . It almost sounds as ifth

don't want to see as an entertainer at home. I Won if

64
t..
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_Page 2 -.Handout D

,

perhaps they would simply prefer to have'a straightforward

you."

1. First-year engineering graduate student to counselor:

Contex: This student hai been exploring his disappointment with iimself
arxrwith his performance in graduate school. He has explored such issues
as his dislike for the school and for some of the teachers.

4. "I just donut have much enthusiasm. My grades are just ckay-maybe even
a little below par. I kncy07 I could do better if I wanted to. I don't
know Way my disappointment in the school and in some of the faculty meMbers
can get tome so such. Ever since I can remember - -even in grammar school,

when I didn't'have any idea what an engineer was--I've wanted to be'an
engineer. Thetietically, I should behappy as a Lark. Or at least
shouldn't be this depressed."

a.

b.

2. Man, 66, to counselor:

Context: This man has-'retired. He has been exploring with the counselor
some ofthe,problaTe his retirement has created. ON

"The kids are all gone. My wife died two years ago. And now that I've
stopped working, I seem just to ramble around, the house aimlessly= -
which is not like me at all. 1 suppose I s& old get rid of the house,
burit.is filled with lots o£. memories -- bittersweet memories, now.
There are a lot of goocUrears here. The years tebn to have slipped bir

,

and caught me unaware.

a.

65
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b.

ti

AI

3. Woman, 33, to clergyman:

Context: This woman has been examining the quality of her interpersonal
life. She. is not married. She has one very close friend whom she counts
on a great deal. She has been exploring her general interpereonalatyle
and, specifically, her relationship with this one close friend

"Ruth and I are on and off like electric fights with each other lately.
When we are on, it is great. We have lunch together often enough, go
shopping -- -you know, all that kind of stuff. The companionship is great.
But sometimes she seems to just clidk 'off. She's been off for tu) weeks,
now. I can tell it-in her voice on the phone. Why do we always have
to have these falling outst. know we are different types. She is
rather quiet, and I am loud--the blasting type. But our differences
don't ordinarily get in our way. At least I don't think so."

a. ;

4. Man, 40, to marriage counselor:

Context :4 This is the third time that.thi s"man has come to see a

marriage counselor during the past four years. His wife has never come
with him. He ppends only a session or two with the counselor and then
drops out.

1'1 could go on telling you what she does and doesn't do. It is a
knowslitany. She really knows haw tO punish. I don't see how I've put up

with it this long. I keep telling her to see a counselor. She wowtt do
it. So here I am again--; in. her. place. I'Ve told this story over and
over again, but it doesn't.he10. I've tried almost everything."

66
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a.

b.

5. High school srior to school counselor:

Context; This girl expected that she would be chosen valedictorian of her
class. Her parents counted on it; site counted on it. She is-trying to'
deal with her disappointment.

"I know that vI would have liked to be the class valedictorian - -I mean, ,

insofar as that is something that can be desired. They chose Jane.
She is a. good person and she will do a good job. She speaks well. She`
is pOpular. And, after all, no one has a right to be valedictorian.
I would be kiddinewself if I thought differently. I've done better in
school than Jane but I an not as populars It is certainly nothing I can
get angry over."

a.

b.

41b

6. College professor, 43, to a frienirwho is a counselor:

Context: He is interested in examining his hierarchy of values. He is
vaguely dissatisfied with it and he talks to his friends about it froth

-dine, to time. He haI just come from a depressing day of classes.

"I am depressed. I don't feel lilee workint any more today. I actually
'work all the time. :Won't think of any day I get up that I dAn't intend
to devote-to work. nat. I even begrudge myself the time rtake for .

relaxa,tion, There has b 'no day- in the past couple of years when I

67 ;..
e
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Jae said 'Well, today is a day off. I will go out and do what. I want.'
.

ri thought that all that I wanted td do was work. After all, it is my .
- ,choice. I do what X do freely."

I-4(
%ft.:

. --

c

.

"A6.e52. ,

J 4 i .
a :_- l . ) t

'.2fr e
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7. Man, 54, to counselor:

it Context: This man has a'variety of problems. His 'tendency is to

rbminate constantly on his defects.

"To feel bad; all I have -Edr do is review what has happenid u4 my ,life
and take good look at what is going on now. This past year, let

my drinking problem get the best of me for four Tnonths. Over the yeirs
I have messed up my 'marriage. Now my wife and I are separated. I don't
have thwkind of job that can support two households an4 the job market
is really tight. I am not so sure what skulls I have to: market, anyhow.
I may be looking at the ,negative side of my life, but there is -11.

of a lot of it."
.

.

a. .

4 . . .

.
1k

5, .0 . .

. ..0 . i
Context: This woman is diVorced. She has a daughter about.12 ysars pie\

She has been Ulking abOut her current relati,onsliiiks mitt( min, reporitring

, that she has Lied to hex daughter about the sexual agpects. a these
- relationships .... . .- .

! -...

. .

.. 4
..p

;

8. Woman, 35, to cainselor:.

r,
. .
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t

"I don't want to hurt'my daughter by letting her see my other side.
I don't lavw whether she could handle it. What Act you think? I.would
like do tell her everything. I just don't ,want her to think less Of me.
I like sexes. I have been used to it in marriage, and it is jiist too hard
to give up,. , I wish you would give-me an answer on what to do pbotxt my
daughter.

a..

b

. . ..
. ..

9. Woman, 321 talking to a frieyid:
,--

Context: This woman has-attended..4 play with a good friend. As they `
.. 'mire the theatre, she begins to4ruminate on her life, as she has on a -

. number of other occasions. _ ., . ., \ .
a

, .
. -"When I caw out of .a play like this, or a good movie, my spirits soar.'

By tomorrow, -I carbe'back on. the ground again'. But Mere is something
good.in letting my spirits soar-gran-time to time. I Bate intellectual
analYse§ of -the :meaning' of a rnavie.or play; j I just let myself flow
with ita, mood for a while and 'the world seemsibrigbt and full of .'

Possibilities" again. Tomorrow isn't here yet!" .

.4

a
a.

.11. . .

-
,

.
.... . ,

'' . . 6 ,
.

44 .
.., -

.40 ,
.

\ -s
e ° ' f

...

*. c.
1, 31, to his fellow group merrjbers:

.; This man meets with this group once
hers use .the group experience to

.. .,

.,. .a week ;for a couple of 'haul

e their life-styles, value;

?

fo. Ma

Context
The

444,,rer

ti
4. 54
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ways of inter-relating, fa-oily life, and so ont, They know one another
. well. He has mentioned his mother, on a few occasions befOre this
seesion:

.
m*t(er and I get along well. Oh, there are always those little rfliS

understandings with me or withlitr wife when she spends a few days at
our house. But I am sure this happens in post households. Mm is verj
'self-reliant, ,and I admire her for that. She is strong-willed, and I

think that is 'great in a woman. her age. She won't buckle under to °life.
I had to, calm my wife down just the other day after one of -the little
nxisunderstaridingS. But, we have to expect these."

r
9,6

a.

b.

.

r.P., i
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*Dour E

Confronting and Responding to Confronta'tion',.

The Confrontation Round Robin.

'. Directions:

0

a

The purpose of. this exercise is to give frainees an dpportunity to
practice both confrontation and good response to confrontation. .

1. Review the general format for the round-robin experience. Also
review the materialon-coPfrontation and good response to confran-
tationlin The Skilled Helper.

2. Let's call the partners A and B. Partner A should (1)-'point out

something that B does well and (2), invite B to examine some .dimension

Of his behavior that could be improved (something that could be..

developed into a strength).. .

3. The partner being confronted (B); before responding to the confronL
-.A,. tation itself, should indicate 5Q.A that he has understood what A

....,

is .saying (accurate -4..miderstanding). Only then should B proceed to
explore the areas of.strength and weajcness suggested by :the ' .

confronter. . 4 . . t
A

9 .
I I 4

4. Partner*B then becomes the confronter, arid the process is repeated
-with Partner A. -

.,

ti

eI .

'Unless there is ssome reason tor not doing so, each member of the
training group shOuld.have a round with every other member.,

_

Exkijole S. 4 o
o ,

"Iii'Partner A: "In our group sessions, ,,you take pain's to see to it t hat i

there is a. gteat 'deal of accurate *ngiathic undefatanding going .on. Yod
yourself try to upi.terstancrothers,and you urge the other members of the
group,-trincipally by you? exantole, '6) do:, the same,. You're always

genuine, a most of the time you re accurate." :1- .

"Harkver; you tend to-llmit yourself to primary-level understanding.
You're very 'slow to make demands on, the members of the group, even when
.you're in the best spot to diS so--for comple, by using advanced ,

accurate empathy: Your rapporc....is excellent, and I think, you 'could use
4

it to help others make idempnds on. themkelves," , t
. .4K

. - ' .. -. .- $.

4

a.

4

ti

.4
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.

Partner.B: "You see me as quite good at basic accurate empathy. It
is essential in the group, and I do help provide it. However; I donti\,2
usually Trove beyond primary-level *understan&IT even though I might

doing4so'since I do take such pains to understand. I should
work on increasing my initiating skills."' ."

Partner B then, oves on to explOre the content of his confrontation
.with Partner A' for a few minutes:

-

O

, .

4

I'S

0

.

A

*4.

1

A. 4

I 1
4 % '0

.4
(4

a

.
1. y

I

.
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Handout F

A Goal-Setting Checklist for Counselors
A

I

In the literature of the h = ping professions
there is little debate on the advisability
of helping lien to -set and achieVe
personal goals. Ince the relationship

d and the coursed' profess are dearly. established, effect ..al setting be-
comes a vital part of th nsehng
activity.. This is especially true t 1 it

behavioral change is to occur. Hefpi g a
client' to manifest new self-enhancing
behavior means that goal Setting iscon-
-tinuaffy in a counselor's consciousness.
But how Are-goals most, effecti
in counseling' Herein the specifics-of
the proceri are spelled but by detail-
ing evaluative' cnteria.,for goal setting
and providing a rationale for the inclu-
sion of each.

-

t

client expectations and to use portions of
the counseling session in given ways.
Such is not the principal thrust of what
is being discussed here. however much
they are vital to early counseling phases
(Vriend &Dyer 1974), Effective counsel-
ing begins-with the important work of
exploration, wherein self-defeating men-
tak -emotional, -and physical behaviors
are identified and labeled. It then pro-
ceeds toward client self-understapding of

...why such self-limiting behaviors sexist,
what psychological maintenance system
enables their perseveration, what the
client gets from such unproductive think=
ing, feeling. and doing. Next.the effec-
tive counselor helps the client to deter-
mine more productive alternatives- to
the u rides bleOld .behavror and se t7res
a bona fide commitment from the client
to work at bein'g different, to wdrk on
positive self.change (Vriend 6 Dyer
.1973). It is at this action phase, when
'a definite counseling directionality has
been established, that goal setting be-

1

'

Criteria for.pfeetive
Goal Setting

At the beginning of any counseling
experience\ some minigoals are directly
'set and attained, i.e.. 'goats to explore-

kL-1977-

.

'V

Wayne W. Deer, Associate Pr%ssoi and counselor
educator at St' John's Uhiversity Jamaica, -Pleur
York, and John Vriend, Prolessor and counselor edu.
oator'at Wayne State University in Detroit, Michigan,
are a counseling,consuhing, and writing team .Togethe
Ihewhaue written Counseling Effectively in Groups,
Counseliqg Techniques That Work Applications Win.
dividual.and'Group Counseling:and prodticed the ?as-
sette tape series. Counseling for Personal Mastery They
are apostles of the pragmatic in rounieling, that which
work( On his own, Wayne Dyer has just published a
book with, Funk & kVagnaffs on achjeuing persdnal
mastery, 6 book foe the lay pUblic entitled Your
Erroneous, Zones..

a.

4e9
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Goal Setting

comes the paramount activity in the
helping process.

Reviewed here are seven specific
titeria for Judging effective goal setting

in counseling. Each criterion is dm-.
cussed and placed in a counseling,
context.

1. Mutual agreement on goals is-
vital. The effective goal-setting coup-
seta. &lends imposing glajws a client.
Without emphasis on-Witittilityr,client
commitment to working on goals can"
hardly be guarare An imposed goal,
one originating in the mind of the
counselor, is inappropriate because it

exclude% thlt client from the decision
making process and places responsi-
bility for change within the counselor.
thus encouraging greater dependence
rather than independence. .

This is not to say that the coun-
selor does not assume responsibility
for fostering goaloriented thinking. Most
clients come to counseling' with low
level goal-setting and goal-achieving%
skills, particularly in the personal areas
most troublesome to them, and the
counselor, as a result of training and
-experience. has the kind of neutrality.
acumen. and competence that the client
lacks. Thus, the counselor introduces
goal-oriented thinking when the process
of counsel r0 has progressed ,.to the
point where such questions as the fol-
lowing are appropriate: Htie you con-
sidered any possible alternatives to
your present way of acting and react-
ing in this case) Can you be different

--under these circumstances? in what wayt
might you- have reacted. if you weren t
tied ,into your own characteristic way
of behaving here)

4 Such urgings are helpful in stimulat-
ing a .client into thinking about ways
of being different Too many counselors
have the inclination-to:clo_all of the
work of goal setting for their clients,
sometimes out of 'impatience, wanting
to speed up the counseling process.
sometimes out of a misguided notion
that they -know better than their tlients.,
which goals ought to be set They lay
down goals and then work to help

. clients achieve them, often futilely-The
effective counselor,An contrast. is self-
mondortng and ever-aware of the fact

-that most people resist being told-what
to do. They knOw that an imposed goal
constitutes a kind of command, e, case

, of taking over. The message thus.be-
comes: "I an themportaot persort,here.
not you, I will do your thinising,,,for

, .
_ you and.when you accomplish the new

behavior you will be gratefut to me and
. thankful thar.ecsii found me in the Jirst

place." Inetegare counselors fuid theft)-

470

...
, s.

selves ordering or begging their clients
"Will you 'do this for me? Will you
try . . . etc. ..

1-foird many well intentioned coun-
selors have the "answer or ''soli4ion.
in their own heads? They desperately
want to give it away, knowing that sub-
sequent circumstances in their clients'
lives would be wonderful if ont err

Clients would/ incorporate such u-

lions into thir self-systems and e-

havioral re'peiitoires? But this is an un-
sophisticated way of thinking, certainly
not stemming from any understanding
of how people change!' dlients hear
these answers." They sound good at the
time But later, on some level of their
consciousness°. they remind themselves
otherwise. 'Mel I'moilfferent. That might
work, for my counselor or someone else,
:but it just wouldn't work forme."

iWhile clients may agree to workon
them. the chances for such goals beirig
met in the world outside of the coun-
seling are seriously, minimized, So the
aware counselor respects the fact that
a counseling goal must be mutually
determined and. most desirably. elicited

-
from the client.

2: Goal specificity proifiotes goal
achievement. Goals may be broad or
narkow, immediate. intermediate. or
long-range The time factor implied in
the concept of a broad long-range goal
can be productively invoked to give

' the counseling some directionality, if
the counseling contract includes many
sessions Beyond this. global long-
range goals qffer 'idle. Such global goals
as the following are futile without specify-
ing steps for their attainment: "i'm going
to find myself "I'm going to be more
open." -I'm going to improve my self-
im age "1 intencrto eliminate shyness
These and millions like them tend to be
useless in counseling for they lack
specificity One has no way of knowing
if, when, how. or why one has "found
oneself Rather than being realistic
.action plans. such goals are mere vague
descriptions.of client desires.:

The tendency to_ set global: goals-_
occurs frequently in counseling simply -
because they are easier to name. Getting
down to, details is harder work than-
settling for generalities. If successful_

-goal achievement is to be assured,
the goal-seftiqg process becoenes a
chain, _each link def inable._pleCe of
new, client behavior sequentiallyadded _
to that which has,ilreadyl2eesim'astered
Small. highly focused -goals can be
carried out in.a.direct fashion.

Goals, precursors to `change and
growth. are /difficult for many no
counselors ,to pin down. Gottma and

Leiblum (1974, p 48) have provid a

succinct definition for all couns ling
practitioners- "Goats are discrepa

, stab:mews which compare current func-
tioning to some criterion of compe-
tence or to Some normative standard
of competence - in those situations.
They answer four vital questions. (1)
Who? (2) will do what? (3) to what
,extent? (4) under what conditions? To
this' we would add a fifth question:
When? Pinning down the time is crucial.

3. On-target goals are relevant to
the self-defeating behavior of the goat
setter. Specific mental, emotional, and
physical behaviors that impede a client's
becoming a more in-charge person are
focuted on early in the counseling.
Goals aimed at the elimination of such
self-defeating behaviors have the great-
est client.pettirience.

A goal that his no practical appli-
cation in the life of a client will be-
come an exercise in futility or frustra-
tion Often clients will want to try out
all kinds of new behaviors that are un-
related to the cluster of personally
ineffective and self-demeaning thoughts
and deeds that hale characterized their
living. Such can be interpreted' as re-
sistance to he always difficult and risky
work involved in bringing- about self-
change, Similarly, clients will choose to
do 'some verbal wandering_and look for
easy alternatives,:_ifaming -essentially ir-
relevantpossibilitieslfir pries with which
they have- already demonstrated accept-
able expeitise. The effective 'counselor
watches for relevance and pertinence in
the goal-setting pnicess and helps clients

, to zero in on self-forfeiting thinking
and doing, The effectnie counselor does

-not encourage or endorse banal or trite
goals that, reinforce chat avoidance

A. Effectively set goits are achiev-
able and success-oriented. Often a client
does not achieve a goal that has been
mutually-agreed upbh.d ringIthe coun-
seling. Then, rather an thinking the
client has failed, 1_9 wise counselor
knows he or 'she has been remiss, a
party, to goal setting. Positive
reiriforeernents,koth from the counis.elor

'and from the intrinsic -payoffs in the'
achievement, are a' condition of' learn-

- ing new behaviors. Knowing this. the Alt
'effective counselor seeks to be aware '
that the 'goals being set are realistically
trainable gaily-clients will,agree to al- -
tempt virtually impossible 'goals =for
ttiernselves simply to please the coun-
sslor or because they haive a misread-
ing of their present moment abilsties,
exaggerated in the counseling session
by, exCiternent over the possibilities of
being different.

-
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Gold in, Heller, anSechrest (1966)
note that 'a cognitive structure which
enables individual correctly to antici-
pate and organize his experiences will
facilitate learning and retention of new
or more elaborate behavioral sequences'
(p. 240). Accurate cognitive,structuring
is a necessary prerequesete to success-
oriented goal setting. The dice ought
to be, loaded in favor of success.
The individual who trie and does not
succeed is likely. to ?Kink. "I knew 1

' couldn't be different and now I've proven
it I'Ve blown it. the way I always do.
I guess I'm just destined to stay the
way I am." Such internalized sentences
reinforce the self-defeating-thinking that
the client had en the first place.

5. Effectively set oals are quanti-

, 4-

't

liable and measurable.
Leiblum (1974) remind u
for measurement criteria in
and psychotherapy "Remember' !they
declare! Anything that occurs. occurs
with some frequency and can -there-

. for be counted' (p. 53). The eftec-
tt unselor' understands the folly In
h in clients attempt to accomplish
s rpe ing that cannot be measured If

client cannot later say,;There. l did
and I know it * done. the sought-

a r goal lacked measurability Thus.
t aim to find out more about col-

ages is unmeasurable because it is im-
reaseAtut a goal that includes talk-

ing to three admissions counselors from
three named colleges before next Friday
and reading up on the profiles of five
additional colleges an a particular book
to a particular library is quantifiable
and measurable.

Just as clients need toknow when
they have accomplished a goal. they and
the cbunselor need to know how fre-
quently and ,Intensely certain behaviors
occur, especially mental and emotional
behaviors. So early sin the counseling

- diagnostic g6als can be set that later
lead. to behavioral change goals, Thus.
clients can be provided with wrist

4
counters or be-asked to record in 'a log
how many times they feel angry, have
suicidal thoughts, or how many times
they want to speak-up to a given other
person and don't over .a given_ time
span. Ratings scal4 for gauging ,the
intensity of such behaviors can also'
be constructed: The client can be taught
to grade each recurrence Of -a thought
or feeling at some level of acuity. Once
an accurate picture of the status quo
emerges, treatment goals for change can
be, made more realistic and results

Gottman and
of th need

nseling

accompanies goal achievement is vital
for clients. If ,clients do not know and
feel that they are making gain. the drive
to persist in the unnatural business of
behaving differently. of contioeung their
difficult efforts. loses creditability. Thus.
goals that include the why. when. how.
with lon-1, and numbers of times lead
to successful' new behavior acquisition.
while fuzzy, nonmeasurable goals, lead
to a. client's- being in the dark about
his or her owrprogress.

6. Effective*" Set -goals are *be-
havioral and observable. Client goals
that are not stated ins terms that are
translatable to action are weaker than
those that can- be This is to say that
the most effectively set goals result in
behavior that can be witnessed This
crilellori is Millet to the Trieasur-
abohty component, but it differs in tha
the stress is on looking at the behavio
not counting them Thus, a goal that
enjoins a client to simply "think" about
something lacks 'external confirmation,
but one that includes writing down
thOughts. speaking them into a tape re-
corder. or discussing them With others.
adds a behavioral dimension that Is

obseivable.

Goals manifested in behavior that
enables witnessed to register and confirm

counselors.-laboring under the assump-'
don that stated goals have been well
understood, are surprised 'n later ses-
skins' when dents indicate they have
not even attempted_the goals because
they could'not clearly identffy what they
had committed themselves to do. Client,,,
agreement on a goal is not enough. Un-
less a client can repeat back, precisely
what it is that will ,be done during the
between-sessions period in the measur-
able and observable terms stressed
above and why such action is personally
productive. the goalsetting process is in-
complete. After client restatement. dis-
tortions and misperceptions can be
eliminated and goals can be assessed
according to the six preceding criteria.
Goal modif(cation can then occur,
The session ends with both client and
counselor in knowledgeableNegreement
about the details of the client's psycho-
logical homework

Criteria Checklist
The seven criteria for assessing effec--
tive goalsetting skills in counseling and
therapy constitute a convenient check-
list that any psychological helper can
keep in mind. The counselor can ask.
"Am I helping this client to set goals

them are crucial even when the client that are (a) High in mutuality? (b) Spe-

is the only witness at self-generated be- "Cific in nature? (c) Relevant to the

hawor The wetness aspect allows the . client's self-defeating behavior? (d)

client to monitor and evaluate aspire- Achieveable and success-oriented? (e)

tional progress with the assistance of out- Quantifiable and measurable? (f) Be-
side-the-self referents- The counselor havtor.sland observable? (g) Understand-

provides this for trisession- behavior, able, and repeatable?" Also. the -courp-

but does not live in the client's life' selor who functions with such a mind-

space outside the counseling where. it set WI be more likely- to identify and
efforts' thatreally count-:-WItien behavioral refer- gauge the worth of helping

the very precede goal setting. for client behavioral

omes ob- change witleldom occur in willy-nilly

ors know that rash ton without client decisions to do the

ltaneously act- - specifirwoik required to bring atio

ences. for kinalkiare unclear
purpose ofrieuriseling b
scured. Effective cotin
actors have difficulty sim

such change. In this sense. clrent , al- .in and seeing their actions. Thus,
they help clients to set -goals that can achievement or lack of it becomes 'a

be mirrored by others. The feedback that
standard for assessing counseling pro-

members' of a counseling group cariPe rita
uctivity in every stage of the process.

give to any respective member maljes-=-'''''-'7"-? - c. -
group counseling pOwerful for just this.
reason

-
7. Goals have been effectively sit*:

tared when a client understands them
and can restate them clearly. A cornino2
error made by counselors in goal setting
is assuming 'that clients' comPrehend. do ppychotherapy dnd ho to evaluate. rt -

This pertains to mos ction-odented New York Holt, Rinilhan & Winottn,1974.
riend. J.. 6- Dyer. W. ,W.; Counseling-theiaspects of the coons ling process:

'
eferencest

aoidsieln.-N

R

A.-1k, Helfer. & Sec
L B. Psychother

.behavior Change. ft
Gotham. .1- M.. Fi

and the psycholoa
York: Wiley: 1966.
falum. S, R. flow to

tounsetorstoften rail to lake the, time cho/ogy. 1973,20, ao-246. . .- /
required rove client to -s what _v.vas Vrfend, ..1.. 6 Dyer, W. W. Vital comion sits
helpful in -an interview or, n what in conducing the initial counseling.' imp :

can be compared with baseline data, - tiantpired. For effective golosetting. view. Edlicartonal Tectiblogy, 1974.1.,24-
The feeling of accomplishment that -client restatement "i's -crucial Novice_ 32.
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